Football Math Game

This game creates a fun way to help reinforce addition and/or multiplication skills.

Materials Needed
- Game board
- Paper football
- Paper helmet
- One die or spinner

How to Play

1. Cut out the footballs and helmets.
2. Determine which math operation you want to practice (addition or multiplication).
3. To “kick off,” the first player draws a football from the bag, rolls a die or pair of dice, or spins a spinner to determine the “value of the football.”
4. The first person on the team “carries the ball,” by correctly adding or multiplying the value of the football by the number on the field. If the football is carried into the opponent’s end zone, a “touchdown” is scored. The student receives a helmet. The helmet is worth 7 points.
5. A mistake is considered a “fumble.” The player from the opposing team starts at the point of the fumble and follows the same procedures, but this player proceeds in the opposite direction.
6. After a “touchdown” is scored the next player on the team “kicks off” by drawing a different football, rolling a die or pair of dice, or spinning a spinner.

The team with the most points at the end of the game is the winner.

To have your game laminated or enlarged, visit your area BCPS’ Resource Center for Family and Schools by clicking this link to our website.